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CHAPTER
THE FEDERAL RESERVE:

HISTORICAL BEGINNINGS

At 6:00 p.m. on December 23,

Wilson entered his office.
around the circle

assembled there.

I

1913,

President Woodrow

He was smiling as he looked

of friends and associates who had

Spotting Carter Glass, the slightly built

but exceedingly influential congressman from Virginia,
the far end of the room,

at

the President beckoned him to join

Senator Robert Owen of Oklahoma at his side.

After shaking

Glass's hand warmly, the President sat down at his desk and,

using four gold pens, signed into law the Federal Reserve
Act

As Arthur S. Link, Wilson's principal biographer,

.
-^

has written,

"Thus ended the long struggle for the greatest

single piece of constructive legislation of the Wilson era
and one of the most important domestic Acts in the nation's

history

.

"^

With this law. Congress established

a

central banking

system which would enable the world's most powerful
industrial nation to manage its money and credit far more

effectively than ever before.

As essential as our central

banking system appears to be in the complex economy of the
1970s,

the political and legislative struggle to create the

Federal Reserve System was long and often extremely bitter.

2

and the final product was the result of a carefully crafted
yet somewhat tenuous political compromise.
Indeed,

until nearly the beginning of the twentieth

century the United States had been a nation dominated by its
frontier and its enormous expanse of rich and fertile land.
Born in the dawn of the modern age, the United States in its
first decades was a land of small farms and nearby towns

with few cities of any consequence, and the young nation
seemed far more interested in becoming a successful
experiment in democracy rather than an economic power.
As a result,

society
a

-

the institutions necessary to a commercial

large cities, a common medium of exchange,

mechanism to regulate that medium

-

and

were greeted with

indifference if not outright hostility.
Yet,

America's very success as an experiment in

democracy, and its tremendous agricultural production,

provided the base for an urban and, ultimately, an
"The United States was born in the

industrial society.

country and has moved to the city,

Hofstadter wrote.

^

Yet,

"

Professor Richard

some of the young nation's most

eloquent leaders were strong champions of the agrarian way
of life who disdained urban life,

and the continuing

conflict between rural values and urban reality has been one
of the most important themes of American history.

Authorship of the Act
Who wrote the Federal Reserve Act has little

significance and is probably of no interest to students of

3

the system in the 1990s.

The question was important in the

early days of the system not so much as to why it was

written as to the fact that when it became law and appeared
to be a successful venture,

for writing it/

not a few wanted to claim credit

Parker Willis,

in his review of the

history of the system, said in part,

"The question of the

authorship of the Federal Reserve Act has been many times
referred to during the eight years which have passed since
its adoption,

and it has already become the center of a

multitude of erroneous statements.

The authorship of any

large piece of work which has engaged the attention,

first

and last, of many minds is always open to some doubt and

differences of opinion.

It

is,

moreover, usually a matter

about which controversy is ungraceful and should,

possible, be avoided.

.

.

.

if

Authorship has been variously

ascribed to members of the so-called money trusts and to a
group of "Hebrew bankers."^
Willis proceeds to review the many men who had a hand
in the framing of the Federal Reserve Act

.

Congressman

Carter Glass and Senator Robert Owen unquestionably had a
large hand in its development as well as its passage by
Congress.^

Ideas were contributed over the years preceding

the writing of the act by men such as Paul Warburg,

Nelson

W.

Aldrich (R-RI) and

a host of

Senator

other men interested

in correcting the inefficient banking system of the country.
Mr. Willis points out that attributing any credit to a

Colonel House, an assistant to President Wilson,

is probably

4

in error as the colonel's main contribution was to criticize

the act.

While Professor

J.

Lawrence Laughlin and the

National Citizens League undoubtedly played

a

role in

gaining acceptance of the act by the rank and file of

businessmen and bankers his contribution to the actual
writing of the act was minimal.'^
It

is not exaggerating to say the debate on what kind

of banking structure was needed has gone on since men began

to participate in commerce and business.

In more recent

years it is often called the struggle between the "haves"
and the "have nots."

It has been a part of the

political

struggle in the United States since the founding of our

government with the "Populists" fighting for low interest
rates and easy money.

On the other hand,

the so-called

conservatives firmly believed in a more open, competitive
society with the market setting interest rates and prices.

Another basic issue was whether

a

country should have

a

strong central government regulating the economy or most of
the powers should be given to the outlying areas

(in the

United States to the states) and the role of the central
government kept to

a

minimum.^

As the leaders of the 13 colonies struggled to form a

government after defeating the British and gaining their
independence,. Alexander Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson were
the champions for the two sides; Hamilton for a strong

central government and Jefferson for more power to the
states.

For the next 100 years the issue would be debated.

5

and the topics debated would include the issuing of
currency,

setting tariffs,

slavery,

regulation of banks,

railroads and trucks, and a host of other issues.^

CHAPTER II
EARLY EXPERIMENTS IN CENTRAL BANKING
The First Attempt:

1791

This conflict between rural values and urban reality

was sharply etched in the first major political controversy

following the ratification of the Constitution in 1789,
controversy,

a

in the first years of George Washington's

presidency, which dealt with the myriad of issues regarding
the monetary and fiscal powers of the new federal

government."'

Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton

advocated the creation of a central bank,

a

Bank of the

United States, to manage the government's money and to
regulate the nation's credit.

Secretary of State Thomas

Jefferson strongly disagreed, arguing that since the
Constitution did not specifically empower the Congress to
create a central bank Congress could not constitutionally do
so.

Hamilton responded that Congress could create just such

a bank under the constitutional clause giving it all powers

"necessary and proper" to the exercise of its specifically

enumerated responsibilities; since Congress had been given
so many monetary and fiscal powers,

Hamilton argued,

it

would be perfectly proper for it to create a central bank to
carry them out.

Hamilton won the argument, and the First

Bank of the United States was created in 1791.^^

7

The First Bank of the United States had a capital stock
of $10 million,

of which $2 million was subscribed by the

Federal government, while the remainder was subscribed by

private individuals.

Five of the twenty-five directors were

appointed by the United States government, while the other
twenty were chosen by the private investors in the bank.

It

was not only easily the largest bank of its time, but it was

also the largest corporation in the United States; it was a

nationwide bank, headquartered in Philadelphia but with
branches in other major cities, and it performed the basic

banking functions of accepting deposits and issuing bank
notes, of making loans and of purchasing securities

.

-^^

Its power made it useful to American commerce and to

the Federal government but frightening to many of the

American people.

"^^

Its charter ran for twenty years,

and

when it expired, in 1811, Jefferson's Virginia colleague,
James Madison, was President."
bill in 1791, Madison,

An opponent of the initial

like many other Jeffersonian

Republicans, had changed his mind, and now subordinated his
initial constitutional objections and favored the bank's

recharter on the grounds of economic expediency.
in Congress was extremely close,

The vote

but the bill to recharter

the bank failed in both houses by the margin of a single

vote

^^
.

Chaos quickly ensued, brought on by the disruptions of
the War of 1812 and by the lack of a central regulating

mechanism over banking and credit.

State-chartered private

.

8

banks proliferated, and issued

bewildering variety of bank

a

notes that were sometimes of little value.

Moreover,

the

federal government lacked a safe repository for its own

reliable mechanism to transfer them from place to

funds,

a

place,

and adequate means to market its own securities

The Controversial Second Bank:

^'^
.

1816

By 1816, Madison's final year as President, a bill to

charter a Second Bank of the United States was introduced in
Congress

Henry Clay, Speaker of the House, had opposed

^^
.

recharter of the first bank five years earlier on the
grounds that Congress had no right to charter such an
institution.

"The force of circumstance and the lights of

experience," Clay now said, persuaded him that Congress did
have this power.

^®

Enough other congressmen felt the same

force and saw the same light so that the bill chartering the

Second Bank of the United States narrowly passed both houses
and received the President's signature.

^^

The Second Bank of the United States was very much like
the first,

except that it was much larger; its capital was

not $10 million, but $35 million.

Like the first, one-fifth

of the stock was owned by the federal government and one-

fifth of the directors were appointed by the President;
also,

like the first,

years

20

the charter was to run for twenty

So powerful was the Second Bank of the United States

that many citizens, politicians, and businessmen came to

view it as a threat to themselves and as a menace to

9

American democracy

^^
.

Andrew Jackson, who became President

in 1829 when the charter still had seven years to run,

clear his opposition to the bank and its recharter.

made

Jackson

has occasionally been labeled an economic illiterate,

and it

does appear that he neither understood nor sympathized with
the functions of money and banking.

Nevertheless, many

diverse groups in the nation feared the bank's power and

supported Jackson's opposition to it.

It was

essentially

the bank's vast economic power which made it politically

vulnerable.

State-chartered banks,

farmers, businessmen on

and many politicians saw the bank as a giant

the rise,

monster standing in their way.^^
Despite the deep opposition to the bank, Henry Clay,

Jackson's opponent in the 1832 presidential election, was
able to push a bill through Congress to recharter the bank

and intended to use Jackson's veto of the bill as a campaign
issue.'--'

Jackson's powerful veto message denounced the

bank as unconstitutional and described the dangers of "such
a

concentration of power in the hands of a few men

irresponsible to the people.

"'^'*

Though the President was

on shaky grounds in challenging the bank's constitutionality
(the Supreme Court in the famous 1819 case of McCulloch v.

Maryland had specifically affirmed the constitutionality of
his attack on the bank's power touched a popular

the bank)

,

nerve.'''

Clay and his supporters widely circulated

Jackson's veto message, but they greatly misjudged the

popular response to

it,

and the President's impressive

10

victory in the election was the beginning of the end of the
Second Bank of the United States.

America's central

it ceased its role as

in 1836,

When its charter expired
bank:.'^°

For the next quarter century America's banking was

carried on by

a

myriad of state-chartered banks with no

Although in some areas of the

federal regulation.''

country such as New York, New England and Louisiana, the
area banking system functioned with restraint,

in other

areas of the country, banking was not so stable, and the

difficulties in American finance hampered the stability of
the American economy.

*^^

Under this system of state-

chartered banks exclusively, there were often violent
fluctuations in the amount of bank notes issued by banks and
the amount of demand deposits

deposits)

held by banks.

(that is,

checking account

The bank notes,

issued by the

individual banks, varied in quality from the relatively good
to the unbelievedly bad.'^

Finally,

this banking system

was hampered by inadequate bank capital,

risky loans, and

insufficient reserves against the bank notes and demand
deposits

.

'°

The National Bankincf Act:

1863

During the Civil War Congress passed the National

Banking Act of 1863, along with major amendments in 1864 and
1865,

and this legislation brought a much greater measure of

clarity and security to American banking and finance.

-^"^

Basically, the legislation provided for the creation of

nationally-chartered banks (all such banks are recognized by

11

the word "National" or the letters "N.A."

-

"National Association"

and,

-

in their title)

,

which stand for
by

effectively taxing the state bank notes out of existence,
the legislation in reality provided that only the national

banks could issue bank notes.

^^

The legislation also provided stringent capital

requirements for the national banks, and mandated that the

circulating bank notes be backed by holdings of United
States government securities."

Other provisions dealt

with lending limits, examinations by the newly-created
office of the Comptroller of the Currency, and reserves
against both notes and deposits.^''

To the surprise of many

who had supported the national banking legislation,

state-

chartered banks were able to survive even though they no
longer had the incentive to issue bank notes mainly because
the use of checks was increasing rapidly.""

As a result,

demand deposits (checking accounts) and not bank note issues
became the most important source of funds to the banks

^^
.

Yet the national banking legislation of the 1860s

Though it provided for the

ultimately proved inadequate.

national chartering of banks and national bank notes,

it

still did not provide the essentials of central banking.

Accordingly, banking remained essentially

a

local function

without an effective mechanism which would regulate the
flows of money and credit and which would assure the

security of the nation's system of finance.
institutional arrangements on

a

What

national level that were to
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develop in the next half-century (correspondent

relationships and check clearing operations,

for example)

grew up in the vacuum of federal activity; such arrangements
were private and quite beyond the control or regulation of

national policy. ^^

Banking Problems Persist
In the absence of a central banking structure,

America's financial picture was increasingly characterized
by inelastic currency and immobile reserves.

The national

bank note currency, secured by government bonds, grew or

contracted in response to the realities of the bond market
rather than in response to the requirements of American
business.-^-

The amount of currency in circulation,

therefore, depended upon the value of bonds which the

national banks held rather than upon the needs of the
economy.

Such inelasticity in the currency tended to

aggravate matters rather than alleviate them, causing the

economy to gyrate wildly and somewhat uncertainly between
booms and busts."
Moreover, under the national banking system the bank

reserves were spread around the country, but they tended to
be immobile where they sat

There were three types of

.

national banks: country banks, reserve city banks, and
central reserve city banks.

""^

Country banks

(and these

were all national banks located in places other than the

fifty cities which were reserve and central reserve cities)
had to keep part of their reserves in the form of vault

13

and the rest in the form of a deposit with a national

cash,

bank in

a

reserve or central reserve city."^

Reserve city

(and these were all national banks located

banks

in 47 specific and generally important cities)

had to keep

part of their reserves in the form of vault cash, and the
rest in the form of a deposit with a national bank in a

central reserve city bank

"^"^
.

Central reserve city banks

(and these were all national banks within only three cities:

New York, Chicago, and St. Louis) had to keep all of their
reserves in the form of vault cash/^
All this meant that fifty different cities in the

nation served as reserve depositories.

Even though the

total of reserves in the national banking system was very
large,

the economic value of this reserve was largely

mitigated because it was so spread out; it was as if the

American army were scattered all over the country, with each
soldier assigned to protect his own specific area of several
square miles.

Such an army would clearly be infinitely less

powerful than one whose forces were all gathered in

strategic locations.

few

The reserves of money could not be

shifted easily to areas of the country needing
Also,

a

them.'*'*

the fact that reserve city banks held reserves

for the country banks,

and that their own reserves were held

by central reserve cities, meant that the central reserve

city banks, and particularly those in New York, were

unusually sensitive to the demands for currency from the
country banks.

'*^

When the country banks needed currency.

14

particularly during the crop selling season, those banks
would get their currency by drawing down their reserve
accounts with their reserve city

banks.""'

Those banks, now

with less vault cash, were compelled to draw down their own
reserve accounts with their central reserve city banks.

It

was much like a whip, where a little force at one end

produced

a

tremendous force at the other; demands for

currency from the country banks often put inordinate
pressure upon the central reserve city banks.

"^^

As America's industrial economy became larger and more

complex in the waning years of the nineteenth century and
the early years of the twentieth,

national banking system
reserves

-

-

these weaknesses in the

inelastic currency and immobile

became increasingly more critical

.

'''*

It had

become clear that the national banking system did not

provide the regulating mechanism for money and banking that
the two Banks of the United States had provided early in the

nation's history.
larger, more urban,

And as the American economy became
and more complex,

the inelastic currency

and the immobile reserves contributed to the cyclical
These wide gyrations were

pattern of booms and busts.

becoming more and more intolerable.''^
Financial panics occurred with some frequency, and they

often triggered an economic depression.^'"

In 1893 a

massive depression rocked the American economy as it had

never been rocked before.

Even though prosperity returned

before the end of the decade

-

and largely for reasons which

15

this nation could not control

-

legacy of economic uncertainty.^^

the 1893 depression left a

CHAPTER III

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONS

THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM:

Like most industrialized nations,
a

the United States has

central bank to meet certain needs of its complex economy

and financial system.
the United States'

Unlike most central banks, however,

Federal Reserve System is,

"decentralized" central bank.

in a sense,

a

consists of 12 regional

It

Federal Reserve Banks and their branches operating under the

general oversight of the Board of Governors of the Federal

Reserve System in Washington, D C
.

^^
.

Established in December 1913 by the Federal Reserve
Act,

the Federal Reserve System was designed to rectify the

conditions underlying the recurrent money panics that had

plagued the country for many years.

The Act has been

amended several times to further the Federal Reserve
System'

s

ability to foster

healthy economy.

a

sound financial system and a

^^

The Federal Reserve System advances this goal through

several means.

Its monetary policy decisions affect the

flow of money and credit in the economy.

It

contributes to

the safety and soundness of the national financial system by

establishing regulations and acting as a commercial bank
supervisor.

And,

by serving as a bank for depository

institutions and the federal government, the Fed helps
16

17

ensure that the system of paying for all kinds of business

transactions works efficiently.
The Federal Reserve's Structure
To safeguard the Federal Reserve from short-term

political pressures while ensuring its fundamental
accountability, the System was set up to be "independent"

within the government.

The System operates on its own

earnings rather than on congressional appropriations, and
the members of its Board of Governors are appointed for
long,

staggered terms, limiting the influence of day-to-day

political considerations

^"^
.

The Federal Reserve works within government,

however,

in the sense that it formulates monetary policy to achieve

overall goals set by Congress and the President.

Although

the Federal Reserve's specific decisions do not have to
be approved by the President or the executive branch,

System must report to Congress, which created it.

the

Congress

has the power to alter or even abolish the System at

anytime

^^
.

The unique structure of the Federal Reserve System also

provides internal checks and balances ensuring that its
decisions and operations are not dominated by any one System
component.

The information that follows outlines these

components and their functions.

.

.

.

.
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The Board of Governors
>

Is located in Washington,

>

Consists of seven members appointed by the

D.C.

President and confirmed by the Senate for

staggered 14 year terms; the chairman and vice
chairman are designated by the President, with
Senate approval,

for four-year terms

(renewable

during their Board-member terms)
>

Reports to Congress,

including an annual report on

operations and semi-annual reports on the state of
the economy and the System's objectives for the

growth of money and credit.

The chairman meets

regularly with the President and the Secretary of
the Treasury; members testify frequently before

congressional committees.
>

Sets reserve requirements for depository

institutions and approves discount rate changes

proposed by Reserve Bank directors
>

Establishes and administers financial safety and
soundness and consumer protective regulations;

administers regulations regarding bank

consolidation
>

Oversees Reserve Banks' services to depository
institutions, bank supervision functions,

and

accounting procedures; approves Reserve Banks'
budgets

.

.

.

.
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Federal Reserve Banks
>

Are located in Boston, New York,

Philadelphia,

Cleveland, Richmond, Atlanta, Chicago,

St.

Louis,

Minneapolis, Kansas City, Dallas, and San
Francisco; branches are located in 25 other

cities
>

Are each separately incorporated, with a board of
Directors, under Board of

nine directors.

Governors supervision, oversee their Bank's
operations and appoint and recommend salaries of
the Bank's president and first vice president.
>

Six directors

-

three class A,

representing the

banking industry, and three class B
by member banks

-

are elected

(including all nationally

chartered banks and state-chartered banks that
meet certain requirements)

;

three class C

directors (including the chairman and deputy
chairman)

are appointed by the Board of Governors

Class B and C directors represent agriculture,
commerce,

industry,

labor and services in the

District; they cannot be officers, directors or

employees of a bank; class C directors cannot be
bank stockholders
>

Branch bank's boards have five or seven directors;
the majority are appointed by head-office

directors and the rest by the Board of Governors

.

.
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>

Monitor national and international economic
conditions and provide information on their
Districts that the System needs to formulate

monetary policy.
>

Hold reserve balances for and serve as "lender of
last resort" to depository institutions; directors

establish the discount rate charged on such loans,
subject to approval by the Board of Governors
>

Examine and supervise certain types of depository

institutions
>

Provide financial services to depository

institutions and the U.S. Treasury.
>

Turn over the U.S. Treasury earnings in excess of
the amount needed to pay expenses and dividends to

member banks, maintain a surplus equal to its

paid-in capital, and pay operating expenses.
Federal Open Market Committee

(FOMC)

>

Meets in Washington, D.C. eight times

>

Comprises 12 members

-

a year.

the seven members of the

Board of Governors and five Reserve Bank
presidents, one of whom is the president of the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York; other presidents
serve one-year terms on a rotating basis; all

participate in each meeting.
>

Directs open market operations, the most important
instrument of monetary policy.

.
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Advisory Committees
>

Advise the System and provide inform.ation on

various groups affected by System policies.
>

The Federal Advisory Council confers with the

Board of Governors at least four times a year on
economic and banking issues.
>

The Consumer Advisory Council represents consumers

and institutions that finance them.
>

The Thrift Institutions Advisory Council provides

information and views on the special needs and

problems of thrift institutions.
>

Advise individual Reserve Banks on these and other
interests at the regional level

The Federal Reserve's Functions

central bank,

As the U.S.

the Federal Reserve carries

out a number of functions that affect the nation's economic

well-being.

Through monetary policy, which influences the

availability of money and credit, the Federal Reserve plays
a

major role in keeping inflation in check while promoting

economic growth.

"''

By supervising and regulating

commercial banks, the Fed fosters the U.S. financial
system's safety and soundness.

the Fed helps make

Finally,

commercial transactions more efficient by providing check-

clearing and other payments services to depository
institutions and the federal government

^^
.
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Monetary Policy
Aside from market dynamics like consumer spending

patterns and business investment decisions,
influence on a country'

policy

-

s

a

major

economic performance is public

monetary policy and fiscal policy.

is carried out by the Federal Reserve.

Monetary policy

Fiscal policy is

determined by the legislative and executive branches of the
U.

government chiefly through decisions about taxation

S.

and spending.

^^

The objectives of the nation's economic policy are to

protect the purchasing power of the U.S. dollar, encourage

conditions favorable to sustainable economic growth and a
high level of employment, and foster a reasonable balance in

transactions with other nations over the long run.^^

The

Federal Reserve System contributes to these objectives

through its monetary policy actions affecting the

availability and cost of money and credit.
The Federal Reserve,

seeking to adjust monetary policy

to changing economic conditions, bases its policy decisions

on current economic and financial information."

example,

For

the Federal Open Market Committee' s policy actions

are influenced at least in part by the economic analysis

provided by staff economists and analysts at the Reserve
Banks and the Board of Governors
the Reserve Banks,

.

Each component of the

the Board of Governors,

System

-

FOMC

plays various roles in formulating and carrying out

-

the System's monetary policy.

''^

and the
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Tools of Monetary Policy
To foster economic growth while maintaining price

stability,

the Federal Reserve must balance the flow of

money and credit with the needs of the economy.
the Board of Governors

Banks,

,

The Reserve

and the FOMC achieve this

balance by influencing the levels of financial institutions'
reserves, which in turn affect the institutions'

make loans or purchase investments.

""

ability to

These reserves,

required by law of all U.S. depository institutions, must be
equal to specified percentages of the institutions' deposits

and can be held either in the form of cash on hand or

account balances at Reserve Banks.
The Fed has three policy tools for influencing

reserves:
rate,
(1)

(1)

and

(3)

open market operations,

(2)

the discount

reserve requirements.

Open Market Operations:
Open market operations involve the buying and selling

of securities by the Federal Reserve.

A Federal Reserve

securities transaction changes the volume of reserves in the

depository system:

A purchase adds to nonborrowed reserves,

and the sale reduces them.

In contrast,

the same

transaction between financial institutions, business firms,
or individuals simply redistributes reserves within the

depository system without changing the aggregate level of
reserves

^^
.

When the Federal Reserve buys securities from any
seller,

it pays,

in effect,

by issuing a check on itself.
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When the seller deposits the check in its bank account, the
bank presents the check to the Federal Reserve for payment.
The Federal Reserve,

in turn,

honors the check by increasing

the reserve account of the seller's bank at the Federal
The reserves of the seller's bank rise with

Reserve Bank.

no offsetting decline in reserves elsewhere; consequently,
the total volume of reserves increases.

Just the opposite

occurs when the Federal Reserve sells securities:

The

payment reduces the reserve account of the buyer's bank at
the Federal Reserve Bank with no offsetting increase in the

reserve account of any other bank, and the total reserves of
the banking system decline.""^

This characteristic

-

the

dollar- for-dollar change in the reserves of the depository

system with the purchase or sale of securities by the
Federal Reserve
powerful,

-

makes open market operations the most

flexible,

In theory,

and precise tool of monetary policy.

^^

the Federal Reserve could provide or absorb

bank reserves through market transactions in any type of
asset.

In practice,

however, most types of assets cannot be

traded readily enough to accommodate open market operations.
For open market operations to work effectively,

the Federal

Reserve must be able to buy and sell quickly, at its own
convenience,

in whatever volume may be needed to keep the

supply of reserves in line with prevailing policy
objectives.

These conditions require that the instrument it

buys or sells be traded in a broad, highly active market

.
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that can accommodate the transactions without distortions or

disruptions to the market itself."
The market for U.S. government securities satisfies

these conditions, and the Federal Reserve carries out by far
the greatest part of its open market operations in that

market.

The U.S. government securities market,

in which

overall trading averages more than $100 billion a day,
the broadest and most active of U.S.

is

financial markets.^''

Transactions are handled over the counter (that is, not on
an organized stock exchange)

,

with the great bulk of orders

placed with specialized dealers (both bank and nonbank)

Although most dealer firms are in New York City,

a

network

of telephone and wire service links dealers and customers

regardless of their location to form a worldwide market
The Federal Reserve's holdings of government securities

are tilted somewhat toward Treasury bills, which have

maturities of one year or less.

The average maturity of the

Federal Reserve's portfolio of Treasury issues is only a
little more than three years, somewhat below the average

maturity of roughly 5-1/2 years for all outstanding
marketable Treasury securities."^

In the 1980s,

the

average maturity of the Federal Reserve's portfolio

shortened somewhat, as the Federal Reserve began to
emphasize liquidity in managing its portfolio.
recently,

More

the Federal Reserve has slightly lengthened the

average maturity of its portfolio.^^

.
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Other Factors Influencing Nonborrowed Reserves
Most purchases and sales of securities are not

undertaken to adjust conditions in reserves markets as a
result of a policy decision.

Rather they are made to offset

other influences on reserves.

Certain factors beyond the

immediate control of the Federal Reserve, such as the amount
of currency in circulation,

the size of Treasury balances at

Federal Reserve Banks, and the volume of Federal Reserve
float,

cause reserves to rise and fall.

^°

The movement of

these factors, called technical factors, must be forecast so
that the makers of policy can determine what would happen to

reserves if the Federal Reserve were to abstain from open
market operations.

Fluctuations in some technical factors

are attributable mainly to pronounced seasonal influences,

and thus their effect on nonborrowed reserves is fairly
For example,

predictable.^^

the amount of currency in

circulation rises late in the year because individuals tend
to hold more currency during the holiday shopping season.

This rise in currency in circulation drains reserves from
the depository system because, when a depositor withdraws

currency from a bank, the bank turns to the Federal Reserve
to replenish its depleted vault cash and pays for the

shipment of currency by drawing down its reserve account.
In contrast,

a

decline in currency in circulation provides

reserves

Movements in the Treasury's balance at the Federal
Reserve also follow certain regular, seasonal patterns.

s
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which are related to corporate and individual tax dates,
social security payments,

perhaps anticipating

a

and the like.

When the Treasury,

major spending commitment, shifts

funds from its collateralized "tax and loan" accounts at

commercial banks into its account at the Federal Reserve,
reserves are removed from the banking system.

In contrast,

when the Treasury makes a payment, such as a tax refund,

it

reduces its balance at the Federal Reserve and injects
reserves into the depository system.

^"^

Other technical factors are affected more by random
occurrences,

such as transportation difficulties due to

winter storms, and thus are more difficult to predict.

One

such factor is float, which is the difference between the
total value of checks in the process of collection that have

been credited to banks' reserve accounts and the value of
those collected but not yet credited to banks' reserve
accounts.

A rise in float increases reserves whereas

a

decline in float reduces them.^^
Technical factors can provide or absorb a sizable
amount of reserves.

If,

on balance,

they are adding to or

drawing down reserves in amounts consistent with the FOMC

objectives as to the supply of reserves, the Federal Reserve
will take no action.

At other times,

the Federal Reserve

may undertake open market operations to neutralize technical
factors and to obtain desired levels of nonborrowed
reserves.

Indeed, most of the Federal Reserve's operations

are defensive in the sense that they are intended to offset
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the various market forces that are pushing the level of

nonborrowed reserves in
obj ectives

a

direction at odds with the FOMC's

'"^
.

Techniques of Open Market Operations

Depending on the reserve situation, the Federal Reserve
approaches open market operations in one of two ways.

When

forecasts of the factors that influence reserves indicate
that the supply of reserves will probably continue to need

adjustment, the Federal Reserve may make outright purchases
or sales of securities.

reserves,

If the

need is to withdraw

the Federal Reserve may also redeem maturing

securities held in its portfolio.

When the Federal Reserve

redeems the securities, the Treasury takes funds out of its
account to pay the Federal Reserve,
in the depository system.

transactions

(sales,

leaving fewer reserves
it conducts outright

In general,

purchases, and redemptions)

only a few

times each year, to meet longer-term reserve needs

When projections indicate only

a

^^
.

temporary need to

alter reserves, either because the technical factor

affecting reserves is expected to be reversed or offset or
because the near-term outlook for reserves is uncertain, the
Federal Reserve may engage in transactions that only

temporarily affect the supply of reserves
agreements,

-

repurchase

in the case of temporary additions of reserves,

and matched sale-purchase transactions,

temporary drains of reserves.

in the case of

These temporary transactions,

which are designed to reduce fluctuations in the overall
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supply of reserves by offsetting the short-term effects of
technical factors, are used much more frequently than are

outright transactions.

Market participants monitor these

operations very closely for signs of any change in the

underlying thrust of monetary policy.^''
Outright Purchases and Sales

Transactions on an outright basis occur largely through
auctions in which dealers are requested to submit bids to

buy or offers to sell securities of the type and maturity
that the Federal Reserve has elected to sell or to buy.

The

dealers' bids or offers are arranged according to price, and
the Federal Reserve accepts amounts bid or offered in

sequence,

taking the highest prices bid for its sales and

the lowest prices offered for its purchases,

until the

desired size of the whole transaction is reached.

The

Federal Reserve also conducts securities transactions with
several official agencies, such as foreign central banks.

Occasionally the Federal Reserve reduces its holdings of
securities by redeeming maturing securities rather than

rolling them over at Treasury auctions, as it usually

does."
Repurchase Agreements
When a temporary addition to bank reserves is called
for,

the Federal Reserve engages in short-term repurchase

agreements

(RPs)

with dealers; that is,

it buys securities

from dealers who agree to repurchase them by a specified
date at a specified price.

Because the added reserves will
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automatically be extinguished when the RPs mature, this
arrangement is a way of temporarily injecting reserves into
the depository system.''^

Repurchase agreements for the Federal Reserve account
may be conducted on an overnight basis or on a so-called
term basis.

Most term RPs mature within seven days,

and

dealers sometimes have the choice of terminating the

transaction before maturity.

The absorption of reserves due

to premature terminations by dealers may also suit the needs
of the Federal Reserve.

Such terminations often occur when

the availability of reserves to depository institutions is

greater than anticipated, which tends to reduce the

borrowing costs that dealers face elsewhere.^'
Whenever the Federal Reserve arranges RPs with dealers,
the distribution of the transaction among dealers is

determined by auction.

Individual dealers may enter several

offers at various interest rates.

The Federal Reserve

arranges all the offers in descending order and then accepts
those offers with the highest rates up to the dollar amount

needed to meet the reserve objectives.**"

Matched Sale-Purchase Transactions
When the Federal Reserve needs to absorb reserves
temporarily,

with dealers.

it employs

matched sale-purchase transactions

These transactions involve a contract for

immediate sale of securities to, and

a

matching contract for

subsequent purchase from, each participating dealer.

The

maturities of such arrangements do not usually exceed seven
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days.

The initial sale causes reserves to be drained from

the banking system;
is implemented,

later,

when the Federal Reserve purchase

the flow of reserves is reversed.

^-^

Matched sale-purchase transactions are typically

arranged in Treasury bills.

The Federal Reserve selects a

bill in which it has a substantial holding and invites

dealers to state an interest rate at which they are willing
to purchase the bills for same-day delivery and to sell them

back for delivery on
most advantageous

a

subsequent day.

(lowest rate)

It then accepts the

bids to the point that

sufficient reserves are withdrawn.®^
(2)

The Discount Rate:

Depository institutions sometimes borrow money from
Reserve Banks to cover temporary deposit drains.

The

discount rate, the rate of interest charged on these shortterm,

"discount window" loans,

is set by Reserve Banks'

boards of directors, subject to approval by the Board of

Governors .^^

A change in the discount rate can either

inhibit or encourage financial institutions'

lending and

investment activities by making it more or less expensive
for them to obtain funds.

Although the discount rate may

have little direct effect on market conditions,

a

change in

the discount rate can be an important signal of the Fed's

policy direction.**^
(3)

Reserve Requirements:

Within limits prescribed by law, the Board of Governors
can change the percentage of deposits that depository
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institutions must set aside as reserves.

The Federal

Reserve changes reserve requirements much less often than it
does the discount rate because such changes have a farther-

reaching impact on the financial industry.

^^

Supervision of Banks
Commercial banks are governed by

a

variety of

regulations intended to ensure that they serve their

depositors and communities well and are operated in
accordance with sound banking principles.
Several federal and state agencies share the

responsibility for writing these regulations and for
examining banks to determine their compliance.
Reserve takes part in writing regulations.

It

The Federal

supervises

all bank holding companies as well as state-chartered banks

that are members of the Federal Reserve System.

The Fed

also regulates foreign activities of all U.S. banks and

certain U.S. activities of foreign banks

®^
.

Bank holding companies and certain banks that wish to

acquire or merge with other banks must get prior Federal

Reserve approval."^

Staff at a Reserve Bank analyze the

banks and financial markets that will be affected by a

proposed merger or acquisition, taking into account the
convenience and needs of the community to be served and the
financial and managerial resources of the existing and

proposed institutions.

The Board of Governors approves or

disapproves merger and acquisition applications based on
Reserve Banks'

findings and recommendations.^®
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In addition,

Reserve Banks monitor commercial banks'

compliance with consumer protection laws relating to credit,
such as the Truth in Landing Act.-"

Reserve Bank

specialists help banks interpret technical requirements of
the laws.'""

They also provide information and assistance

to consumers with questions or complaints regarding

commercial banks, services.

^-^

Discount Window Loans

Reserve Banks also help maintain a sound banking system
by acting as the "lender of last resort" for depository
institutions.^^

Institutions that find themselves

temporarily short of reserves because of unexpected credit
demands, deposit drains, or seasonal economic factors may be

eligible to borrow from

a

Reserve Bank.

The availability of

credit from the Federal Reserve is intended to stabilize

individual depository institutions, as well as the banking
and financial system as a whole, during times of liquidity
stress.

""'

Depository institutions are expected to seek

funds first from reasonably available alternative sources,

relying on the Federal Reserve discount window only in

exceptional circumstances.^''
Generally, discount window loans are made for a day or
two to help the borrowers adjust their reserve position.

Discount window credit is subject to governing statutes and
is administered according to Systemwide policy guidelines,

subject to the judgment of lending officers at the

individual Reserve Banks.

^^
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Services to Depository Institutions
As part of the nation's central bank,

Reserve Banks are

actively involved in the nation's payments system to help it
operate as efficiently and safely as possible.

Unlike

private providers of payments services, Federal Reserve
Banks do not offer these services to make a profit

-

their

service fees must closely match and not exceed their
costs.

^^

Since the passage of the Depository Institutions

Deregulation and Monetary Control Act of 1980, Reserve
Banks' financial services have been available not just to

banks that are members of the Federal Reserve System but
also to nonmember commercial banks, savings and loan

associations, credit unions, and mutual savings banks
In some ways Federal Reserve Banks'

^"^
.

services to

depository institutions are similar to depository
institutions' services to their customers
funds, providing cash,

deposits

-

transferring

and accepting and safeguarding

^®
.

Payment System Services
Most of the nation's spending money is held in some

form of checking accounts

.

Although checks are the most

common means of paying for transactions, electronic
transfers are gaining in use

^^
.

Check Collection

Frequently

a

check is cashed or deposited at a

depository institution far from the institution on which it

.
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is drawn.

Over

a

third of such checks are collected through

the Federal Reserve Banks'

check collection system.

'°°

Another large portion is handled within banking
organizations or their correspondent banks.

The remainder

are processed by commercial banks or other private-sector

High-speed computer-controlled machines

check-processors.

at Reserve Banks sort checks,

total the amounts,

credit the

depositing institution, and charge the institution on which
they are drawn

"^"
.

The checks are then sent to the latter

depository institution

.

-^"^

Electronic Transfers
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) and Automated

Clearinghouse

are terms that relate to computerized

(ACH)

Unlike

transfers of funds.

a

check

-

which may travel

thousands of miles in several days and be processed many
times

-

an electronic transfer can do the same job in

seconds by computer, with no paper to mail.
Banks'

The Reserve

computer-based communications network makes these

operations possible

.

-^"^

Cash Services

Although checks and electronic fund transfers account
for most of the dollar volume of spending,

cash is still an

important medium of exchange

New coins and notes are shipped from the U.S. Treasury
to the Federal Reserve Banks, where the cash is stored until

needed to fill orders from depository institutions.

.
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Depository institutions, of course, furnish cash to business
and the public.

When depository institutions have excess cash on hand
they may return it to the Reserve Banks, where the amount is

verified and worn-out notes are destroyed.^"'*
are removed and sent to the Secret Service.

cash,

Worn,

bent,

and

Reusable coins and notes

foreign coins, too, are culled.
are stored until needed.

Counterfeits

When depository institutions order

the Reserve Banks fill the orders from their stocks of

new and used coins and notes

Safekeeping and Transfer of Securities

Depository institutions may request

a

Reserve Bank to

hold securities either for safekeeping or as collateral for
loans from the Federal Reserve

"^"^
.

United States

government securities are usually held in book-entry
(computer record)
in paper form.

form only, while other types may be held

Reserve Banks also perform such services as

transferring securities between accounts, delivering
coupons, and processing associated payments.

Services to the U.S. Treasury

Reserve Banks provide

a

number of banking and financial

services to the U.S. Treasury,
(1)

including two major services.

The Treasury's Checking Account:

Incoming federal government revenues are credit to the
U.S.

Treasury's accounts at Reserve Banks.

Most of these

revenues come from transfers of funds from depository

institutions in which the Treasury initially deposited its
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The

receipts from taxes and the sale of securities.^--'

transfers are accomplished by debiting the depository
institutions' reserve balance with the Federal Reserve and

crediting the Treasury's account with the Fed.
spends these funds
entries,

The Treasury

primarily by issuing checks or ACH

such as Social Security and armed services payroll

checks or EFT payments

.

These checks or entries are

-^"^

submitted for collection to Reserve Banks, where they are

charged against the Treasury's account.
(2)

-^"^

The Treasury's Fiscal Agent:

When its current expenses run ahead of its current cash
resources,

the Treasury borrows, mostly by auctioning

government securities to investors.

The auctions are held

by the Federal Reserve Banks, acting as the Treasury's
fiscal

(financial)

agents

^'-'^
.

The Reserve Banks also

inscribe and deliver U.S. Savings Bonds sold through

depository institutions and other issuing agents.

^^°

CHAPTER IV
THE FEDERAL RESERVE IN THE INTERNATIONAL SPHERE

Banking is an industry that is peculiarly well suited
to operating in international markets because its principal

commodity is money, and because technology has now made it
possible for banks and companies to send money across
borders without delay and at almost zero cost.

Moreover,

international trade is of great importance to the economic

well-being of most countries, including the United States.
Because international banking is needed to facilitate

international trade, regulators and lawmakers have focused

attention on it as a means of improving the United States
balance of trade position by making it easier for domestic
firms to finance exports

^'^
.

International banking divides neatly into two principal
components:
banks,

banks.

the international activities of United States

and the United States activities of international

United States banks accept deposits from and make

loans to foreigners.

These transactions originate both

locally and in the foreign offices of the United States
banks.

Likewise,

foreign banks accept deposits from and

make loans to United States citizens and businesses

38

.

-^-^^
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International Activities of U.S. Banks
The Federal Reserve Board is the primary regulator of

domestic banks that seek to do business abroad.

The Federal

Reserve is responsible for approving the establishment of
foreign branches by member banks and for regulating the

activities of these branches.""'

In addition,

it

is

responsible for regulating banks' foreign investments.
Finally,

the Federal Reserve regulates export trading

companies and Edge Act corporations."^^'*

Member Banks
National and state-chartered Federal Reserve bank

members that have capital and surplus in excess of $1

million are eligible to apply to the Federal Reserve for

permission to open

a

branch in

a

foreign country.

The FDIC

regulates the international banking activities of state

nonmember banks, but the international activities of such
banks are trivial

.

Banks with foreign branches are required

to keep accounts separate from their home office accounts

and from the bank's accounts at its other foreign branches.

Separate books and records,

including separate profit and

loss statements, must be maintained.

-^-^^

The U.S. economy and the world economy are linked in

many ways.

Economic developments in this country have a

major influence on production, employment, and prices beyond
our borders; at the same time, developments abroad

significantly affect our economy.

The U.S. dollar, which is

the currency most used in international transactions.

.
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constitutes more than half of other countries' official
foreign exchange reserves.

U.S.

banks abroad and foreign

banks in the United States are important actors in

international financial markets

-^"^^
.

The activities of the Federal Reserve and the

international economy influence each other.

Thus,

in

deciding on the appropriate monetary policy for achieving
basic economic goals, the Board of Governors and the Federal

Open Market Committee consider the record of U.S.

international transactions, movements in foreign exchange
rates,

and other international economic developments.

in the area of bank supervision and regulation,

And

innovation

in international banking requires continual assessments of

and modifications in the Federal Reserve's orientation,

procedures, and regulations

^-^^
.

Not only do Federal Reserve policies shape and get

shaped by international developments; the U.S. central bank
also participates directly in international af fairs.
For example,

^^'^

the Federal Reserve undertakes foreign exchange

transactions in cooperation with the U.S. Treasury.

These

transactions, and similar ones by foreign central banks

involving dollars, may be facilitated by reciprocal currency
(swap)

arrangements that have been established between the

Federal Reserve and the central banks of other countries
The Federal Reserve also works with other agencies of the
U.S. government to conduct international financial policy,

participates in various international organizations and

.
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forums,

and is in almost continuous contact with other

central banks on subjects of mutual concern

.

-"-^^

International Linkacres
The primary instruments of monetary policy

open

-

market operations, the discount window, and reserve

requirements

-

are employed essentially to attain basic

economic objectives for the U.S. economy.
also influences, and is influenced by,

But their use

international

developments
For example, U.S. monetary policy actions influence

exchange rates.

Thus,

the dollar's foreign exchange value

in terms of other currencies is one of the channels through

which U.S. monetary policy affects the U.S. economy.
Federal Reserve actions raised U.S. interest rates,

If

for

instance, the foreign exchange value of the dollar generally

would

rise.-^'^^

of the dollar,

An increase in the foreign exchange value
in turn,

would raise the foreign price of

U.S. goods traded on world markets and lower the price of

goods imported into the United States.

These developments

could lower output and price levels in the U.S. economy.
increase in interest rates in
contrast,

a

foreign country,

in

could raise worldwide demand for assets

denominated in that country's currency and thereby reduce
the dollar's value in terms of that currency

"^^-^
.

United

States output and price levels would tend to increase

-

directions just opposite of when U.S. interest rates rise.

An

.
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Therefore,

in formulating monetary policy,

the Board of

Governors and the FOMC draw upon information about and
analysis of international as well as U.S. domestic
influences.

Changes in public policies or in economic

conditions abroad and movements in international variables
that affect the U.S. economy,

such as exchange rates, must

be evaluated in assessing the stance of U.S. monetary

policy
In the 1980s,

recognizing their growing economic

interdependence, the United States and the other major

industrial countries intensified their efforts to consult
and cooperate on macroeconomic policies

.

-^^^

At the 1986

Tokyo Economic Summit, they agreed upon formal procedures to
improve the coordination of policies and the multilateral

surveillance of their economic performance.-^"^

The Federal

Reserve works with the U.S. Treasury in coordinating

international policy, particularly when, as has been the
norm since the late 1970s, they intervene together in

currency markets to influence the external value of the
dollar
Using the forum provided by the Bank for International

Settlements

(BIS),

in Basle,

Switzerland,

the Federal

Reserve works with representatives of the central banks of
other countries on mutual concerns regarding monetary
policy,

international financial markets, banking supervision

and regulation, and payments systems."*^"

The Chairman of

the Board of Governors also represents the U.S.

central bank

,
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on the Board of Directors of the BIS.

Representatives of

the Federal Reserve participate in the activities of the

International Monetary Fund (IMF), discuss macroeconomic
financial market, and structural issues with representatives
of other industrial countries at the Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and Development,

in Paris,

and work

with central bank officials of Western Hemisphere countries
at meetings such as that of the Governors of Central Banks

of the American Continent

^^^
.

Foreign Currency Operations
The Federal Reserve has conducted foreign currency

operations

-

the buying and selling of dollars in exchange

for foreign currency

-

for customers since the 1950s and for

its own account since 1962.

These operations are directed

by the FOMC, acting in close cooperation with the U.S.
Treasury, which has overall responsibility for U.S.

international financial policy.

The manager of the System

Open Market Account at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York
acts as the agent for both the FOMC and the Treasury in

carrying out foreign currency operations

.

'^^^

The purpose of the Federal Reserve foreign currency

operations has evolved in response to changes in the
international monetary system.

The most important of these

changes was the transition in the 1970s from the Bretton

Woods system of fixed exchange rates to

a

system of flexible

exchange rates for the dollar in terms of other countries'

currencies

^"^^
.

Under the latter system, the main aim of
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Federal Reserve foreign currency operations has been to

counter disorderly conditions in exchange markets through
the purchase or sale of foreign currencies

intervention operations)
market

^^^
.

,

(called

primarily in the New York

During some episodes of downward pressure on

the foreign exchange value of the dollar,

the Federal

Reserve has purchased dollars (sold foreign currency) and
has thereby absorbed some of the selling pressure on the
dollar."^'

Similarly, the Federal Reserve may sell dollars

(purchase foreign currency)

to counter upward pressure on

the dollar's foreign exchange value.

The Federal Reserve

Bank of New York also carries out transactions in the U.S.

foreign exchange market as an agent for foreign monetary

authorities

^^°
.

Intervention operations involving dollars could affect
the supply of reserves in the U.S. depository system.

A

purchase of foreign currency by the Federal Reserve with
newly created dollars, for instance, would increase the
supply of reserves

^^^
.

In practice,

however,

such

operations are not allowed to alter the supply of monetary
reserves available to U.S. depository institutions.
is,

That

interventions are "sterilized" through open market

operations so that they do not lead to

a

change in the

market for domestic monetary reserves different from that

which would have occurred in the absence of intervention.
For example,

the Federal Reserve, perhaps in connection

with German authorities, may want to counter downward

.
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pressure on the dollar's foreign exchange value in relation
to the German mark.

The Federal Reserve reduces its

balances denominated in German marks

(an asset on the

Federal Reserve balance sheet) and sells the marks for

dollars on the open market, reducing the supply of dollar
bank reserves.

Unless an explicit decision has been made to

lower the supply of bank reserves, the Federal Reserve uses
the dollars it has acquired in the transaction to purchase a

Treasury security and thus restores the supply of dollar
bank reserves to the former level.

The net effect of such

an intervention operation on the private sector is a

reduction in the supply of dollar-denominated securities and
an increase in the supply of mark-denominated assets.

The

German central bank, in turn, will sterilize the unwanted
effects of the transaction, if any, on the level of mark-

denominated bank reserves
A dollar intervention initiated by

a

foreign central

bank also leaves the supply of bank reserves in the United
States unaffected, unless it changes the deposits that the
central bank holds with the Federal Reserve.
example,

If,

for

the foreign central bank were to purchase dollars

and place them in its account with the Federal Reserve,

it

would take these dollars from the U.S. banking system.
However, the Domestic Trading Desk at the Federal Reserve

Bank of New York would offset this withdrawal by buying a

Treasury security to supply reserves.

Most dollar sales by

foreign central banks are implemented by drawing down
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holdings of dollar securities or by borrowing dollars in the
market,

and thus they do not need to be countered by open

market operations to leave the supply of reserves

unchanged

-^^^
.

Swap Network
An important feature of the foreign currency operations
of the Federal Reserve and of foreign central banks over the

past thirty years has been the reciprocal currency (swap)
network, which consists of reciprocal short-term

arrangements

(comparable to repurchase and matched sale-

purchase agreements in the domestic government securities
market)

amount the Federal Reserve, other central banks, and

the BIS.

These arrangements, which have been used

infrequently in recent years, give the Federal Reserve

temporary access to the foreign currencies it needs for
intervention operations to support the dollar and give the

partner foreign central banks temporary access to the
dollars they need to support their own currencies

.

-^^"^

Swap

transactions involving dollars are implemented through the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, acting as an agent for the
Federal Reserve System.

-^^^

A swap transaction involves both
delivery)

a spot

(immediate

in which the Federal Reserve

transaction,

transfers dollars to another central bank in exchange for
foreign currency, and
delivery)

transaction,

a

simultaneous forward (future
in which the two central banks agree

to reverse the transaction,

typically three months in the
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future.

The Federal Reserve may initiate a swap transaction

when it needs the foreign currency

(make a swap drawing)

obtained in the spot half of the transaction to finance
intervention sales of foreign currency in support of the
dollar.

To repay the drawings at maturity,

Reserve re-acquires the foreign currency.

the Federal

Such acquisitions

have usually been accomplished by purchasing foreign

currency in the market, thereby reversing the original
intervention in support of the dollar.

When a foreign

central bank initiates the swap drawing,

it uses the

dollars

obtained in the spot half of the transaction to finance
sales of dollars to support its own currency.

Subsequently,

it meets its obligation to deliver dollars to the Federal

Reserve by re-acquiring dollars in the market.
swap transactions,

In these

the foreign central bank pays interest on

the dollar drawings,

at the U.S.

Federal Reserve pays

a

currency counterpart

.

Treasury bill rate, and the

comparable rate on the foreign

-^^^

The Federal Reserve established its first swap

arrangement with the Bank of France in March 1962.

It

subsequently made similar arrangements with other central
banks,

and the sizes of the facilities have increased from

time to time.

At the end of June 1994,

the Federal Reserve

had swap arrangements with fourteen foreign central banks
and the BIS totalling $32.4 billion."^'

Since the

establishment of the network, eleven foreign central banks
and the BIS have made swap drawings

.

Foreign drawings were
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more frequent and on

a

larger scale in the 1960s than they

have been since that time.

The Federal Reserve has,

at

various times, made swap drawings on nine foreign central
banks and the BIS.^"

Exchange Market Intervention
The nature and scope of exchange market operations by
the Federal Reserve and the use of the swap network have

changed in response to changes in the character of the
international monetary system.

^^'^

system of fixed exchange rates,

Under the Bretton Woods
foreign authorities were

responsible for intervening in exchange markets to maintain
the exchange rates of their countries to within one percent
of their currency parities with the U.S.

dollar; direct

exchange market intervention by U.S. authorities was

extremely limited because the United States stood ready to
buy and sell dollars against gold at $35 per ounce.

After

the United States suspended the gold convertibility of the

dollar in 1971,

regime of managed flexible exchange rates

a

emerged; in 1973, under that regime,

the United States began

to intervene in exchange markets on a more significant

scale

Federal Reserve swap drawings financed much of

"^"
.

this intervention.

In 1978,

the regime of flexible exchange

rates was codified in an amendment to the Articles of

Agreement of the

IMF.^"*"

In the early 1980s,

the United States curtailed its

official exchange market when needed to counter disorderly

conditions

^''^
.

In 1985,

particularly after September, when
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representatives of the five major industrial countries
reached the so-called Plaza Accord on exchange rates, the

United States began to use exchange market intervention more
frequently as

a

policy instrument

During the second

^''^
.

half of the 1980s, United States intervention to restrain
the rise in the dollar's value on foreign exchange markets
(that is,

official U.S. purchases of assets denominated in

foreign currencies) was sufficiently heavy that the stock of

foreign exchange reserves acquired enabled the Federal

Reserve to finance purchase of dollars, when it needed to
support the dollar's external value, without drawing on its
swap lines with other central banks

^^^
.

CHAPTER V

MONETARY POLICY AND THE ECONOMY
Using the tools of monetary policy, the Federal Reserve
can affect the volume of money and credit and their price

interest rates.
output,

In this way,

-

it influences employment,

and the general level of prices.

"^'*^

The Federal Reserve Act lays out the goals of monetary

policy.

It specifies that,

in conducting monetary policy,

the Federal Reserve System and the Federal Open Market

Committee should seek "to promote effectively the goals of

maximum employment, stable prices, and moderate long-term
interest rates.

"^^^

Goals of Monetary Policy

Many analysts believe that the central bank should
focus primarily on achieving price stability.

A stable

level of prices appears to be the condition most conducive
to maximum sustained output and employment and to moderate

long-term interest rates; in such circumstances, the prices
of goods,

materials, and services are undistorted by

inflation and thus can serve as clearer signals and guides
for the efficient allocation of resources.

Also,

a

background of stable prices is thought to encourage saving
and,

indirectly,

capital formation because it prevents the

erosion of asset values by unanticipated inflation.
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However, policymakers must consider the long- and

short-term effects of achieving any one goal.
in the long run,

For example,

price stability complements efforts to

achieve maximum output and employment; but in the short run,
some tension can arise between efforts to reduce inflation

and efforts to maximize employment and output.""
times,

At

the economy is faced with adverse supply shocks,

such

as a bad agricultural harvest or a disruption in the supply
of oil,

which put upward pressure on prices and downward

pressure on output and employment.

In these circumstances,

makers of monetary policy must decide the extent to which
they should focus on defusing price pressures or on

cushioning the loss of output and employment

.

At other

times, policymakers may be concerned that the public's

expectation of more inflation will get built into decisions
about wages and prices, become a self-fulfilling prophecy,

and result in temporary losses of output and employment

^^^
.

Countering this threat of inflation with a more restrictive

monetary policy could risk small losses of output and
employment in the near term but might make it possible to
avoid larger losses later should expectations of higher

inflation become embedded in the economy

.

-^"^^

Beyond influencing the level of prices and the level of
output in the near term, the Federal Reserve can contribute
to financial stability and better economic performance by

limiting the scope of financial disruptions and preventing
their spread outside the financial sector."''^

Modern
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financial systems are highly complex and interdependent and

potentially vulnerable to wide-scale systemic disruptions,
such as those that can occur during

plunge in stock

The Federal Reserve can help to establish for the

prices.
U.S.

a

banking system and, more broadly, for the financial

system

a

framework that reduces the potential for systemic
Moreover,

disruptions.
develops,

if a threatening disturbance

the central bank can cushion its effects on

financial markets and the economy by providing liquidity

through its monetary policy tools.

'•^°

Monetary Policy and the Reserves Market
The initial link between monetary policy and the

economy occurs in the market for reserves

.

The Federal

Reserve's policies influence the demand for or supply of
reserves at banks and other depository institutions, and

through this market, the effects of monetary policy are

transmitted to the rest of the economy.

Therefore,

to

understand how monetary policy is related to the economy,
one must first understand what the reserves market is and

how it works

^^''
.

Demand for Reserves
The demand for reserves has two components

reserves and excess reserves.

:

required

All depository institutions

commercial banks, saving banks, savings and loan
associations, and credit unions

-

must retain a percentage

of certain types of deposits to be held as reserves.

The

reserve requirements are set by the Federal Reserve under

-

.
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the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Monetary

Control Act of 1980.^"
banks,

At the end of 1993,

6,042 nonmember banks,

foreign banks,

4 95

4,148 member

branches and agencies of

61 Edge Act and agreement corporations,

and

3,238 thrift institutions were subject to reserve

requirements

^^^
.

Since the early 1990s, reserve requirements have been

applied only to transaction deposits

(basically,

interest-

bearing and non- interest-bearing checking accounts)

Required reserves are a fraction of such deposits; the
fraction

-

the required reserve ratio

-

is set by the Board

of Governors within limits prescribed by law.

total

Thus,

required reserves expand or contract with the level of

transaction deposit and with the required reserve ratio set
by the Board; in practice, however,

the required reserve

ratio has been adjusted only infrequently.

Depository

institutions hold required reserves in one of two forms:
vault cash (cash on hand at the bank) or, more important for

monetary policy, required reserve balances in accounts with
the Reserve Bank for their Federal Reserve District

^^''
.

Effects of Monetary Policy on the Economy
As the preceding discussion illustrates, monetary

policy works through the market for reserves and involves
the federal funds rate.

A change in the reserves market

will trigger a chain of events that affect other short-term

interest rates, the amount of money and credit in the
economy,

and levels of employment, output, and prices.

"^^^

,
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if the Federal Reserve reduces the supply of

For example,

reserves,

the resulting increase in the federal funds rate

tends to spread quickly to other short-term market interest
rates,

such as those on Treasury bills and commercial paper.

Because interest rates paid on many deposits in the money
stock adjust only slowly holding balances in money (that is,
in a form counted in the money stock)

attractive

^^*'
.

becomes less

As the public pursues higher yields

available in the market

(for example,

the money stock declines.

on Treasury bills)

Moreover, as bank reserves and

deposits shrink, the amount of money available for lending

may also decline.

Higher costs of borrowing and possible

restraints on credit supply will dampen growth of both bank
credit and broader credit measures

^^''
.

A change in short-term interest rates will also

translate into changes in long-term rates on such financial

instruments as home mortgages, corporate bonds, and Treasury
bonds,

especially if the change in short-term rates is

expected to persist.

Thus,

a

rise in short-term rates that

is expected to continue will lead to a rise

typically

smaller one)

a

in long-term rates.

(though
-^^^

Higher long-term interest rates will reduce the demand
for items that are most sensitive to interest cost,

such as

residential housing, business investment, and durable
automobiles and large household

consumer goods

(for example,

appliances)

Higher mortgage interest rates depress the

.

-^^^

demand for housing.

Higher corporate bond rates increase

,
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the cost of borrowing for businesses and,

thus,

restrain the

demand for additions to plants and equipment; and higher
supplies of bank credit may constrain the demand for
investment goods by those firms particularly dependent on

bank loans

^^°
.

Furthermore, higher rates on loans for

motor vehicles reduce consumers' demand for cars and light
trucks.

Beyond these effects, consumption demand is lowered

by a reduction in the value of household assets
stocks, bonds,

and land

-

long-term interest rates.

-

such as

that tends to result from higher
-^"-^

The implications of changes in interest rates extend

beyond domestic money and credit markets.

Continuing with

the example, when interest rates in the United States move

higher in relation to those abroad, holding assets

denominated in U.S. dollars becomes more appealing, and the
demand for dollars in foreign exchange markets increases.
result is upward pressure on the exchange value of the
dollar.

With flexible exchange rates

(rates that fluctuate

as the supply of and demand for national currencies vary)

the dollar strengthens,

the cost of imported goods to

Americans declines and the price of U.S. produced goods to
people abroad rises.

As a consequence,

demands for U.S.

goods are reduced as Americans are induced to substitute
goods from abroad for those produced in the United States
and people abroad are induced to buy fewer American

goods

.^"

A
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Such changes in the demands for goods and services get

translated into changes in total production and prices.
Lessened demand resulting from higher interest rates and the
stronger dollar tends to reduce production and thereby
relieve pressures on resources

^''^
.

In an economy that is

Production is

overheating, this relief will curb inflation.

the first to respond to monetary policy actions; prices and

wages respond only later.

wages and prices,

There is considerable inertia in

largely because much of the U.S. economy

is characterized by formal and informal contracts that limit

changes in prices and wages in the short run and because

inflation expectations, which influence how people set wages
and prices, tend to be slow to adjust.

In other words,

because many wages and prices do not adjust promptly to

a

change in aggregate demand, sales and output slow initially
in response to a slowing of aggregate demand.

longer period, however,

Over a

^''^

inflation expectations are tempered,

contracts are renegotiated, and other adjustments occur.
a consequence,

As

price and wage levels adjust to the slower

rate of expansion of aggregate demand, and the economy

gravitates toward full employment of resources

.

-^^^

Lim.itations of Monetary Policy

Monetary policy is not the only force affecting output
and prices.

Indeed,

the economy frequently is buffeted by

factors affecting aggregate demand of goods and services or

aggregate supply.

On the demand side,

the government

influences the economy through changes in tax and spending

.
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programs.

Such fiscal policy actions received

a

lot of

public attention and typically can be anticipated well in
advance

^''''
.

In fact,

their effect on the economy may

precede their implementation to the degree that some

businesses and households may alter their spending in

anticipation of the policy change.

Also,

forward-looking

financial markets may build such fiscal events into the
level and structure of interest rates and thus further

influence spending decisions before the government
action."^

Other changes in demand or supply can be totally

unpredictable and can influence the economy in unforeseen
ways.

Examples of such "shocks" on the demand side are

changes in households' propensity to consume and shifts in

consumer and business confidence

.

-^^^

Monetary policy in

time can offset such shocks in private-sector demand but,

because of their nature, not as they occur.
side,

matters can be even more complicated.

disasters, disruptions in the supply of oil,

On the supply

Natural
and

agricultural losses are examples of adverse supply shocks
Because such events tend to raise prices and reduce output,

monetary policy can attempt to counter the losses of output
or the higher prices, but cannot completely offset both.-^^^
In practice,

the-minute,

monetary policymakers do not have up-to-

reliable information about the state of the

economy and prices.

Information is limited because of lags

in the publication of data and because of later revisions in
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Also,

data.

policy-makers have a less- than-perf ect

understanding of the way the economy works, including the
knowledge of when and to what extent policy actions will
The operation of the economy

affect aggregate demand.

changes over time, and with it the response of the economy
These limitations add to uncertainties

to policy measures.

in the policy process and make determining the appropriate

setting of monetary policy instruments more difficult.^''"
The central bank will have an easier time reaching its

goals if the public understands them and believes the
Federal Reserve will take the steps necessary to reach
them.^^^

For example,

a

believable anti-inflation policy,

implemented through a deceleration of aggregate demand, will
more quickly lead the public to expect lower inflation, and
such an expectation will itself help bring down inflation.
In that case,

workers will not feel the need to demand large

wage increases to protect themselves against expected price
hikes,

and businesses will be less aggressive in raising

their prices, knowing that doing otherwise would result in
losses in sales.

'^^^

In these circumstances,

inflation will

come down more or less in line with the slowing of aggregate
demand, with much less slack emerging in resource markets

than if workers and businesses continued to act as if

inflation were not going to slow.
Guides for Monetary Policy
The goals of monetary policy are spelled out in law.
But how will the Federal Reserve know whether or not its
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current operations in the reserves market are consistent

with those goals or whether it needs to be more restrictive
or more accommodative?

The actions taken in the reserves

market affect the economy with considerable lags.

If the

Federal Reserve waits to adjust rates until it sees an

undesirable change in employment or prices, it will be too
late to achieve its objectives.

Consequently, people have

suggested that the Federal Reserve pay particularly close

attention to guides to policy that are intermediate between
operations in the reserves market and effects in the
economy.

-^^^

Among those frequently mentioned are monetary

and credit aggregates,

interest rates, and the foreign

exchange value of the dollar.

Some suggest that one or the

other of these measures be used as an intermediate target
that is, one with a specific formal objective.

-

Others

suggest that they be used less formally as indicators of the

longer-term effects of monetary policy on the economy, to be
judged in conjunction with

economic information

^^^
.

a

variety of other financial and

CHAPTER VI
THE IMPACT OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE ON THE

NATIONAL ECONOMY

-

RECENT TRENDS

Before the Congress created the Federal Reserve System,

periodic financial panics had plagued the nation.

These

panics had contributed to many bank failures, business
bankruptcies, and general economic downturns.

A

particularly severe crisis in 1907 prompted Congress to
establish the National Monetary Commission, which put forth
proposals to create an institution that would counter
financial disruptions of these kinds.

After careful

consideration and deliberation. Congress passed the Federal
Reserve Act which President Woodrow Wilson signed into law
on December 23,

1913.

The impact of the Federal Reserve on the economy is all

pervading.

Using the tools of monetary policy, the Federal

Reserve can affect the volume of money and credit and their

price-interest rates.

In this way,

it influences

employment, output, and the general level of prices.

Federal Reserve uses the tools of monetary policy

-

The
open-

market operations, the discount window, and reserve

requirements

-

to adjust the supply of reserves in relation

to the demand for reserves.

In so doing,
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it can

influence

the amount of pressure on bank reserve positions and,

hence,

the federal funds rate.

Recent Trends

Susan Phillips, Governor of the United States Federal

Reserve Bank, recently noted that the economy appears to be
on a solid track was met with a slight drop in the bond and

stock markets.

^^^

Current yield:

It

appears no longer true that

employment cannot get better without inflation getting
worse.

The United States economy reached,

and passed, NAIRV

(Non-Accelerating Inflation Rate of Unemployment)

in June of

1996 as the jobless rate dropped to a six-year low of 5.3%

while average hourly earnings posted

a

record 0.8% one-month

gain."^
The unlikely dove:

During Federal Reserve Chairman

Alan Greenspan's confirmation hearings for his third term as
chairman.

Senator Tom Harkin said thau job growth and living

standards of average Americans have been sacrificed on the
altar of high interest rates under Mr. Greenspan's watch.
But,

today,

to his colleagues and Clinton administration

officials, Mr. Greenspan is not the tight money hawk

populist love to assail.

Indeed,

compared with other

federal policy makers, Mr. Greenspan is looking like an

inflation dove, reluctant to boost rates to slow the
economy.

^^^

Over the last two years, the Federal Reserve

has steered the United States economy through a period of

substantial growth and low inflation.
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Trading points:

No matter what the stock market does,

the United States economy continues to thunder ahead.

The

reason for the bond market rally was due in part to Federal

Chairman Alan Greenspan, who said that though he is poised
to push rates higher to keep inflation at bay,

he probably

will not have to because the economy will slow enough on its
own.^'^

Greenspan could finish off inflation and boost

bonds 20% in the next twelve months despite the inflation
fears that were revived in early July 1996 after upbeat

reports of 239,000 new jobs in June and rising wages "^
.

Growth during the next year:

The Federal Reserve's

semiannual Monetary Policy Report to the Congress presented
an outlook characterized by a slowdown in economic growth

during the second half of 1996 followed by trend growth in
1997,

maintenance of core inflation slightly less than 3%

and a slight rise in unemployment in 1997.

A key debate this year:

^'*°

Both at the Federal Reserve

and the markets are undecided on whether the domestic and

global economy has changed enough to allow faster growth

without inflation than in the past.
Careful driving prevents

The dangers of speeding:

accidents.

What is true of cars also applies to economies.

America's economy grew by a robust 3.1% at an annual rate in
the first half of this year.

The consensus now seems to be

that the Fed should leave rates unchanged and wait to see

what happens to growth and inflation

^^^
.

The Federal

Reserve will be watching the potentially inflationary trend
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of wage increases closely in coming months,

although pay

hikes also provide healthy gains in consumer incomes that
So far in the third quarter,

fuels real growth.

the only

thing that is clear is that growth is not matching the

second quarter's robust 4.2% clip.

Right now,

the data

suggests that growth is slowing enough that the markets and
Federal Reserve can put their inflation worries on hold, at
least for the moment

.

That is why the Fed left interest

rates unchanged at its policy meeting on August 20,
1996.'^'

The rhetoric national elections and irony of reality:

President Clinton is making some bold claims on the election
trail,

including 10 million new jobs, 4.5 million new

homeowners,

10 million households refinancing mortgages,

budget deficit at

a

14-year low,

the

250,000 fewer federal jobs

Reciting this honor roll in

and a 30% jump in exports.

statistics is key to Clinton's re-election campaign.

White

House aides say that the economy is going in the right
direction, but Clinton did not set in motion this direction
as much as his operatives claim.

term,

In fact,

throughout his

Clinton has been denied policies he sought

gotten better outcomes as

a

result

.

Aided by

a

-

and

favorable

business cycle and a bravura monetary performance by Federal

Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, Clinton's policy defeats

helped spur the economy likely to carry him to victory.

After resisting Republicans' calls to balance the budget,
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Clinton's recent conversion now allows him to campaign as
the true component of fiscal responsibility.-^®^

Final assessment:

Our nation faces many important and

difficult challenges in economic policy.

Inflation,

as

measured by the Consumer Price Index, has been gradually
peak of more than 13 percent in 1979 to 2-1/2

reduced from

a

percent last

year.-^®''

brought

a

"Lower rates of inflation have

variety of benefits to the economy, including

lower long-term interest rates, a sense of greater economic
stability,

an improved environment for household and

business planning, and more robust investment in capital

expenditures

"^^^
.
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CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION
Like the Federal government, the Federal Reserve system
was designed to be a compromise between national and

regional powers.

banks

-

Its regional base

-

the twelve reserve

makes the system more flexible and innovative and

ensures that its decisions and actions are broad-based.

Accountable to the government but working independently

within it, the system is able to pursue its monetary policy
goals without undue pressures from short-term political

considerations
Since its founding in 1913, the Federal Reserve System
has evolved to meet the needs of a changing financial system

and a growing economy.

Its unique structure,

however,

remains its most outstanding feature and its greatest
strength.

Thus,

as President Wilson on that December

evening signed the Federal Reserve Bill into law, the new
"creature" was born.

"A unique creature,

government nor private but part of

it was

neither

both."^^''

Over the last two years, the Federal Reserve has

steered the United States economy through a period of

sustainable growth and low inflation.

The shift in relative

economic fundamentals and interest rate differentials favors
the dollar.

If the

economy really is taking off again and
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s

.

.

raising inflation fears, bringing it back down will be

doubly tough.

Not only will the Fed have to steer the

economy clear of recession, it will also have to avoid

wrecking the stock market
Many people are urging that the Federal Reserve should
review its speed limit on the American economy.
thanks to powerful disinflationary forces,

that,

safe for the economy to grow faster,

trim interest rates.

They claim
it is now

so that the Fed should

As Chairman of the Federal Reserve

Board, Mr. Alan Greenspan has earned a formidable reputation
as a wise central banker.

put to the test again.

That reputation is about to be

Steering the right course on

interest rates is particularly tricky at the moment

because the United States economy is proving surprisingly
resilient

Many political figures are now urging the Federal

Reserve to review its speed limit on the American economy.
The Fed has traditionally reckoned that once the economy

grow by no more than

reaches full employment,

it can safely

2-2-1/2 percent

a year.

If it exceeds that rate for any

length of time,

inflation creeps up again.

Now,

however,

"Fed critics argue that productivity boosted by

technological advances, fiercer competition from third-world
countries, and a widespread feeling of job insecurity as a

result of corporate downsizing have increased the economy'

under-lying growth potential and made it less inflationprone

"^^^
.
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It

is hoped that Federal Reserve Board Chairman,

Greenspan,

John

F.

Alan

takes the advice of General Electric Company CEO,

Welch,

Jr.,

and persuades other Fed members to let

capitalism do its thing with the United States economy.
Interest rates should not be raised to kill off economic

growth that shows few signs of generating inflation.
The financial services world is moving in a clear

direction towards liberalization.
"mantra" for the 21st Century.

Liberalization is the new

Current proposals to alter

the financial structure in the United States would bring the

integration of banking and securities activities, and

possibly the integration of banking and commerce, closer to
the level prevailing within the industrialized world.

In

this sphere the Federal Reserve has a pivotal role to play.
The Federal Reserve should act as a friend, guide and

philosopher to the economy.
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